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I. Overview  

A.  What is the Real World Design Challenge? 
 
The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) is an annual competition that provides high school 
students, grades 9 to 12, the opportunity to work on real world engineering challenges in a 
collaborative environment.  Each year, student teams are asked to address a challenge that 
confronts one or more of our nation’s leading industries.  Students utilize professional 
engineering software to develop their solutions and generate presentations that convincingly 
demonstrate the value of their solutions.  The RWDC provides students with opportunities to 
apply the lessons of the classroom to the technical problems that are being faced in the 
workplace.  This year’s Challenge continues to address efficient aircraft design and focuses on 
the requirements of designing a business jet aircraft tail section.  

B.  Vision 

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) is a prime example of how government, private 
industry, and the educational system can work together to keep our workforce the best in the 
world.  The Challenge will build an innovative workforce for the future by inspiring and 
engaging all students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education 
and by systematically highlighting potential opportunities open to workers in scientific and 
engineering fields.   

C.  The Governor’s State Challenge 
 
The State Challenge will be issued electronically.  This Challenge contains detailed instructions 
for participation, grading tools, guidelines describing the end products that will be submitted for 
judging, and mentor and collaboration requirements.  Windchill—a global engineering, 
collaboration, and engineering management software package—will automatically document 
each team’s progress and will facilitate the submission of the team’s final projects.  A description 
of the interactions between team members and mentors will be included as part of the final 
submission.  The scoring of the Challenge will be heavily weighted toward the technical quality 
of the solution, but significant weight will be placed on documentation of the RWDC experience 
and collaboration of team members amongst themselves and with their mentor(s).  

D.  Background for the 2009/2010 Challenge 
 
Each year, the Challenge will focus on an issue within a particular industry or industries.  These 
issues will help formulate a theme for the competition that will structure the Challenge at the 
state and national levels.  Each theme is intended to demonstrate to students the broad reach of 
social and scientific issues by recruiting the multifaceted participation of industry, government, 
and academia.  Although the precise nature of the Challenge will change from year to year, the 
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underlying educational principles related to the design process and engineering will remain 
constant.  

E.  Description of National Challenge 
 
Each year, the winners of the Governor’s State Challenges will be invited to participate in a 
national competition. This National Challenge will be a logical outgrowth of the Governor’s 
State Challenge, extending or deepening the students’ understanding of the principles utilized in 
creating their earlier designs.  The culmination of the National Challenge is an all-expense-paid 
trip to Washington, DC.  Each team will have approximately 30 days to create a detailed 
technical solution to the National Challenge and will present this solution at the RWDC national 
event.  Teams will be judged on the technical merits of their solution, the effectiveness with 
which they present that solution, teamwork and collaboration, and their use of RWDC national 
mentors. Collaboration with the national mentors is the foundation for learning global 
engineering by having team members work with others in another geographic location and 
manage project data collaboratively. It is also part of the team’s strategy to win. By using 
national mentors, the teams can supplement the school team’s knowledge in areas such as 
physics and aeronautical design. 

F.  Description of the Public/Private Partnership 
 
The Real World Design Challenge provides an example of how government agencies, private 
industry, and our educational system can work together to address the nation’s twenty-first 
century workforce needs.  The Challenge aligns secondary education with workforce needs 
and strengthens professional development for teachers by providing training and support by 
mentors from national labs, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) centers, industry, and higher 
education. It teaches students innovation, creativity, and collaboration using the expertise that 
industry and government has been perfecting for decades.  This real world approach to 
learning will allow students to experience a direct link between their efforts and the 
workplace and will also provide them with the potential to make a substantive contribution to a 
real problem facing industry.   

II. Competition Rules & Eligibility Requirements 

The following are the rules and eligibility requirements for RWDC participants.  In order to 
qualify to participate in the National Event, each participant and team must meet all criteria and 
follow all stated rules. 

A.  Student Eligibility Requirements 

1. Participation is limited to students living in OR enrolled in schools located in a state 
that is hosting a state competition.  Schools are defined to include public, private, or 
home schools. 

2. To be eligible to compete as a student team member, a student must be currently 
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enrolled in grades nine, ten, eleven, or twelve.  Students enrolled in school 
environments with alternative grade or level designations must be engaged in a 
program of study equivalent to the corresponding high school grade level.  

3. Student team members must have attained the age of 14 as of October 1, of the 
Challenge year 2009. 

4. Student team members shall not yet have attained the age of 19 as of October 1 of 
the Challenge year 2009.  

5. Teams may be organized around extra-curricular organizations. Girl Scouts, Boy 
Scouts, science clubs, and museums programs are encouraged to participate. 

6. Student team members may only participate on one team.   
7. Student team members may not transfer from one team to another.  

B.  Team Composition 

1. An RWDC team consists of one designated teacher/coach and no fewer than three 
nor greater than seven student members. 

2. Only those team members identified on the official registration form are considered 
part of the team.   

3. Each team may compete in only one state competition and all team members must 
be permanent residents of that state OR be enrolled in a school located in that state.  

C.  Competition Rules 

1. One teacher/coach may lead multiple teams. 
2. A team teacher/coach must be at least 21 years of age by October 1 of the Challenge 

year 
3. A teacher/coach must have been trained in Pro/Engineer 3D CAD software usage or 

an equivalent engineering design software program. 
4. Coaches may be a teacher or other responsible adult.   
5. All submissions shall be the original work of the students involved. 
6. All communications between members of a team and external persons shall be 

documented using the Windchill collaborative software. 
7. No team may register after 10:00 PM Eastern Time November 16t, 2009. 
8. All work must be submitted prior to 10:00 PM Eastern Time January 15, 2010. 
9. All submissions must conform to the specifications outlined in the Challenge. 
10. Teams shall only contact mentors through the means and at the times specified by 

the mentors. 
11. Only team members registered as of November 16, 2009 will be eligible to travel to 

the National Event.   
12. A team can be represented by no fewer than 3 students at the National Event. 
13. Students will be required to participate in all scheduled activities at the National 

Event. 
14. The team teacher/coach must accompany the team if the team is selected to attend 

the National Event in Washington, DC. 
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III. Coaching an RWDC Team 

A.  Roles and Responsibilities  

1.  Who can be a Coach?  

An RWDC coach can be a formal classroom teacher in any school or an adult advisor to an 
after school or informal learning program.  Although having specific expertise in engineering 
principles or a degree in a STEM-related field may be helpful, coaches are not required to 
have a technical background to participate.  Coaches can be, but are not limited to: 
technology education teachers, science teachers, math teachers, or someone overseeing a 
math or science club or museum program.   

2. What role does the Coach play on a team? 

The coach should act as a facilitator, advisor, and educator for the team.  Due to the 
competition’s reliance on engineering software, the coach should be prepared to arrange 
access to computer-related resources and provide students with training and assistance with 
software.    

3.  What is a Coach expected to know? 

∗ A coach may find it necessary to do any or all of the following: 

∗ Provide meeting space 

∗ Create a schedule of meetings 

∗ Attend and supervise all meetings 

∗ Obtain approval from school and permission from parents  

∗ Train students in the use of Pro/ENGINEER and Windchill software 

∗ Share the digital plane parts, training video, and other analysis tools provided to support 
the teams’ work 

∗ Provide access to resources for students 

∗ Seek support, and encourage students to seek support, from RWDC national mentors  

∗ Offer guidance, lessons, or suggestions on basic fundamental principles in engineering 
(design process), science, and math 

∗ Assist with defining the roles of team members 
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∗ Assist with communication and connection between the team and its mentor(s) 

∗ Provide suggestions and constructive feedback on strategy and models 

∗ Travel with and chaperone team, if necessary, at national event and other related events 

∗ Oversee online secure sites for team: register team, access online forms and password-
protected areas,  and assist with final submission  

∗ Assist with final submission criteria: oversee student deadlines and ensure all 
submissions are made properly and timely. 

B.  Software Training 

Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) has made their Pro/ENGINEER software available to 
teachers and coaches who would like to participate in the RWDC. Competing teams are welcome 
to use any commercially available design software to create their entries for the Challenge.  
Teachers/Coaches who decide to utilize the PTC-supplied software may register for training 
sessions in their State through the RWDC website.  These training sessions are being scheduled 
and supported by PTC.  Individuals who have been trained previously in CAD software usage 
will not need to participate in any additional CAD training.  

A two-hour webinar will be available to instruct teachers in the use of Windchill and the global 
engineering process, as well as the mechanics of collaboration with mentors from government 
labs, centers, and industry.  The webinar may be accessed from any computer connected to the 
Internet. 

C.  Getting Your Team Started 

1. Team Registration 

The team Teacher/Coach can access the registration process from the RWDC website at 
http://www.realworlddesignchallenge.org/.  Only the Teacher/Coach should register your 
team.  Upon completion of your team’s registration, a Windchill Collaboration Project will 
be created for you.  All the necessary information for this year’s Challenge is contained in 
your team project section including applications, problem statement, team resources, and 
information on how to access mentors.  Your team project will become the sole location for 
your team’s documents and data for the competition. 

After you have registered your team, return to the Teachers/Coaches page and click the 
“Accessing Your Team Project” link to return to the collaborating project space.  
Alternatively, you can click the Join Project link from the email invitation. Here you will be 
prompted for a user name and password.  This account is your ptc.com account, that would 
have been created when you registered your team or when you were invited to your team 
project. 
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2. Windchill Overview 

Windchill ProjectLink enables collaboration among members of extended RWDC teams.  
The following pages provide a brief overview of the Windchill collaboration software.  An 
in-depth guide to how to use Windchill, called “Getting Started with Windchill,” is provided 
on the RWDC Getting Started Page. The training video also covers the use of Windchill and 
the other software tools. 

Initial access to Windchill ProjectLink will be provided to the registered Teacher/Coach for 
each team.  Once a Teacher/Coach submits a team registration, he or she will be contacted 
with an email inviting him/her to create an account with Windchill.  A training webinar in the 
use of Windchill will be made available in mid-October.  Teachers/Coaches will be provided 
accounts after that time based on when they submit their team registrations. 

a. Roles in Your Project 

Within Windchill, two roles are defined for the members of your project.  The initial 
Project Manager will be the Coach who registered your team within Windchill 
ProjectLink.  Windchill allows more than one Project Manager per project.  Project 
Managers are responsible for managing the overall project, ensuring that all project team 
members have the resources they need, and reporting the status of the project to the rest 
of the design team. 

Project members are all other users invited to the project by the Project Manager.  This 
includes the RWDC team members, mentors, and guests. Only these members are able to 
access the project.  Different members may be provided with different access rights and 
roles. The training video posted on the RWDC Getting Started Page will provide 
information on this process. PTC will also have staff to address questions on the use of 
Windchill.  Questions can be sent to rwdc_support@ptc.com or posted on the Discussion 
Forum.  

b. RWDC Project Content 

Your project has been created with several default folders to inform and support your 
RWDC team. The default folders in your project will be: 

∗ Applications Required for Challenge – This folder contains all the required 
software for the challenge 

∗ Designs – This is the area to store your models and documents 
∗ Pro/ENGINEER Training  – This folder provides the necessary links to online 

training  
∗ Pro/ENGINEER RWDC CAD Data Required for Challenge – This folder 

contains the baseline CAD data (Pro/ENGINEER and Neutral format) that will be 
used for the challenge 
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In addition, the project will also include a link to the RWDC Getting Started Page on 
ptc.com that contains the problem statement, list of mentors, and other valuable 
resources. 

c. Inviting Your Team to the Project 

After acquainting yourself with the layout of Windchill ProjectLink, you may invite team 
members to the project. 

Click Team on the Project tab. The Members page appears. 

 

On the Members page, set the View to Local Team Roles and Members. 

 

Click the Add User Icon, located to the right of the Team Members entry.  It looks like a 
face with a “+” sign to its left.  This will open the Add Members dialog box. 

Enter each team member’s email address into the Email Invitation field, then click Add to 
move the address into the add list. 
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After all addresses have been added to the list, click OK to invite the team members to 
the project. 

An email will be sent to each individual you added, requesting they join the project.  The 
invitation will be provide a link to PTC.com where the team members will create an 
online account.  Once they have successfully created their account, using the email 
address you entered, they can access the project. 

As the members respond to the invitation, you will begin to see your team members listed 
under Team Members.  This will allow you to contact those individuals who have not 
joined the project.  

Not only can you add members to the pre-defined Team Members role, you can also 

create new roles using the Add Roles icon in the tool bar.    

 

The Add new Role to Team icon allows you to define the actions that the different roles 
are allowed to undertake in the project. 

Click Folder on the Project tab to return to the project folders. 

d. Collaborating 

One of the key benefits of Windchill ProjectLink is the ability to collaborate with your 
team members, regardless of where they are.  The project discussion forum will allow 
you to post questions and comments for review by other team members.  This 
information will be tracked and maintained for future reference. This means of 
communication complements email as it provides a detailed record of the conversation 
between team members.   

In addition, you can schedule design meetings directly from Windchill ProjectLink.  You 
can create agendas, specify meeting locations or a call-in phone number, invite 
participants, and refer to data that is needed for the meeting.  Any emails you send will be 
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automatically routed to your desired team members with instructions on how they can 
join the meeting. 

Finally, you can route your work for review from other team members.  This capability 
will send emails to the specific team members requesting them to review and provide 
feedback. 

e. Connecting Your Software to Windchill 

Please refer to the “Getting Started Guide” for steps to link your software with the 
Windchill environment. 

f. Maintain a Secure Environment 

Only team members invited to a project can access the project; no others will be aware of 
the project’s existence. All throughout the project, the Project Manager will be able to 
manage the security access of all team members.  Security access can be granted to a 
folder or a document (including CAD data) that will determine the actions a user can 
perform on that folder or file.   
Selecting the Actions pull-down menu beside a particular document or folder, you can 
select Manage Security of that item and grant access control for different users.  
 

 
 
The security access rights are: Full, Read, Download, Modify, Modify Content, and 
Change Permissions.  This will allow Program Managers to provide appropriate levels of 
access to all participants in the design process—Team Members, mentors, and guests. 
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Selecting the desired security rights for the folder or file for each role, will 

control the access the users in that role will have.  It is also possible to 

propagate the access rights to all documents contained in a particular folder. 

g. Layout and Navigation 

Utilizing the capabilities of Windchill ProjectLink requires that team members 
understand the layout and navigation of the project workspace.  The training video will 
provide this information. 

h. Register for an Account 

Your team members may not access the project until they have created a ptc.com 
account.  Each account is linked to a specific email address.  In the invitation sent from 
the project manager to join the project, you will see instructions for the registration 
process. See example below:  
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Alternatively, you can access the following URL to create their user account: 
 
http://www.ptc.com/appserver/common/account/student.jsp   

D.  Assembling a Team 

As a teacher/coach, your role in the Challenge is to provide appropriate support that allows the 
students on the team to work effectively together to develop a solution to the Challenge.  
Although each team will develop its own approach to creating an entry for the Challenge, there 
are some basic steps that you can communicate to your team members. 

1. Understand the Problem 

Examine the Challenge and identify what needs to be done:  

When the State Challenge is issued, determine what the goals are and what you will need to 
do to win. Tip: Look at the scoring guidelines and see what the judges will be looking for and 
design your solution so that they conform to the scoring guidelines in the order that they are 
provided.  This helps make sure the judges will see all of your work and will not miss 
anything. 

Determine what resources are needed to solve the problem: 

You will need to figure out what resources you will need to solve the problem. These will 
include: (a) human resources (team members with expertise needed to do the task you 
identified); (b) research on what has been done to address the problem by others; and (c) 
tools needed to do the job.   

2. Gather Your Resources  

Each teams’ goal is to create the best solution to the Challenge. This will require students to 
develop a strategy that addresses the following topics: team expertise, mentor expertise and 
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support, differentiated roles, collaboration, capacity, and approach. Educational materials 
will be available to support the development of student team strategies, melding the 
professional practice of research-based product design with the entertainment value of role-
playing games. 

a. Develop Challenge Team 

Team members should be recruited to provide a variety of skills to the team.  There 
should be distinct divisions of labor in the roles and functions of each team member. The 
exact set of team roles will be up to the team and may vary based on local expertise and 
strategy. Note that not every role needs to be filled and some team members may have 
multiple roles depending on available expertise and interest. 

b. Team Roles 

Please see Appendix 5 for some suggested roles that might help your team members 
understand how they can work together to create a successful design. 

Teacher/Coach’s Role: The Teacher/Coach should be a technology education teacher, 
science teacher, math teacher, or someone with a background in a STEM field. 

c. Mentors’ Role  

Mentors will be provided to assist student teams with the Challenge.  Each team may 
recruit a maximum of four mentors with expertise in science, mathematics, engineering, 
and aeronautical design.  Mentors may limit the number of teams they choose to assist 
and the amount of time they will devote to the mentorship process.  Accordingly, mentors 
will be available on a first come/first served basis. Be sure to select your mentors early to 
ensure you have all the expertise you need to win! 

The mentors can be expected to: 

∗ Provide advice on science, math, and engineering principles and be a content resource 
for the team.  

∗ Be professional scientists and engineers. 
∗ Be accessible through Windchill, a web-based collaboration environment. Teams will 

recruit mentors from the Mentor Profile List. The Mentor Profile List is posted on the 
Real World Design Challenge Windchill web site, which teams may access after they 
have registered for the RWDC.  

3. Working Together as a Team 

a. Collaborating with Others 
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There may be multiple teams from one class, multiple classes with teams in one school, 
or teams created through a non-school organization. You may develop a team that has 
members from a number of classes, schools, or organizations within a state.  

When you register your team you will be provided with a secure location on the Real 
World Design Challenge Windchill web site. This will be your project space and you will 
be able to post all of your materials there, including computer-aided designs, research, 
other documents, all email communications, and any other information you choose to 
help you with your work. Mentors and others who will be collaborating with you will be 
able to access this team space as well. 

b. Security and Confidentiality 

The Challenge is competitive and you will need to be sure that you do not share your 
strategy or plans with others who may reveal them to competing teams. You will have a 
team password for your site. This should not be shared with anyone but team members 
and mentors. The Challenge staff will also have access to your team space. 

c. Learning to Use the Tools 

You will need to learn how to use Pro/ENGINEER 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
software; Windchill Global Engineering Collaboration software; and FloEDF.Pro Fluid 
Dynamics testing software and spreadsheet analysis tools. Teachers/Coaches need to be 
trained in the use of these software tools and be able to teach the student members of the 
team to use them. Not every member of the team needs to be an expert in the use of all 
the tools. However, at least one team member, the Project Engineer should possess a high 
degree of skill with the software. It is recommended that all team members have a 
working knowledge of these tools. The tools are proved to the teams for free.  

d. Researching What has been Done and Gathering Information 

There are resources provided to you on the Real World Design Challenge Website. These 
are just a beginning. You should start your research by exploring what others have done 
to address similar Challenges. You may find information on the Web, in libraries, from 
mentors or other experts. Keep all of your information on your Team Site. It is a good 
way to stay organized and share information with your team. The research you do on 
what has been done will be the springboard for your work. From that information you 
will learn what others have tried and get ideas for how you may better develop an 
approach to solve the Challenge. 
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IV. Team Responsibilities 

A.  Determine How the Team Will Operate  

The nature of each team will determine how it functions.  For instance, teams that meet after 
school will face a different set of needs than teams that function within a classroom.  Your 
Teacher/Coach will help you decide which approach will work best in your community.  Often 
the decision will be made based on how the Challenge activities fit within your school’s 
academic program.  In addition, this may affect the ability of teams to involve students from 
other classes or schools.  For example, if you know a student who is a star in mathematics and 
you don’t have someone like that in your class you may choose to recruit the math star from 
another class.  That may mean that you will not be able to do the Challenge as part of a class 
activity. 

B.  Access and Document Support  

It is important that you have support from the key players in your community, such as 
administrators, teachers, and parents.  Because each team must have access to resources, 
communicating with your Teacher/Coach, school principal, or superintendent will be essential. If 
you win, you will be invited to go to Washington, DC for the National Challenge.  Every school 
has policies that must be followed for that kind of trip. It is much easier if support is requested 
early and the approvals and permissions are arranged in advance. 

C.  Operating in Other Venues  

Even if your team decides to work outside a formal school setting, it is likely that you will need 
to have an established educational organization to provide you with access to useful facilities. 
You may choose to work on the Challenge in an after-school program, such as a school club; 
through Boy or Girl Scouts; at a science or technology center; or through another educational 
program.  Determining the organization you will work with needs to be among the first decisions 
you make.  

D.  Utilizing the Design Process  

Engineers use a specific process to solve problems.  The design process provides an effective 
way to learn how to develop innovative solutions in a systematic way.  The process is much like 
the inquiry process in science. To effectively learn it you need to use it. All team members 
should learn and participate in the design process. Although the process has been described in a 
number of different ways, the basic concepts include: 

1. Define the problem and need. We will provide the Challenge to you and that will frame 
the problem. You will need to define how you will solve the problem. This will provide 
the foundation for organizing your team and developing a work plan. 
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2. Research and gather important information about the problem. We will provide reference 
material, but we encourage you to identify additional material that will help you 
understand what others have done to address this type of problem. This information will 
help you develop an approach to the solution. 

3. When you start out, you should brainstorm multiple possible solutions to the problem. 
Through your research you will be able to narrow and refine your potential solutions. 
When you identify the few you like best, design and test them.  

4. Test, analyze, and gather data on the solutions. Testing the solutions will provide data on 
how well they worked in addressing the problem. Based on these data you will be able to 
modify your designs and choose the one that is the most promising. 

5. Identify the solution that seems the most promising. Use your test data to modify the 
design and improve it.  

6. Revise or redesign the best solution based on testing and analysis.  This step may be done 
multiple times until you are satisfied with the results. 

7. Develop a plan to communicate the results of your work to others. Keep in mind that 
your reviewers will be looking for a justification of your approach based on test data and 
your analyses. Also make sure that you include information about how you worked 
together as a team. Each member of the team should have made a contribution to the 
solution. 

E.  Applying the Design Process and Engineering Pri nciples 

As you do your work you will be learning the design process and some basic principles of 
engineering.  Your mentors will assist you with this.  Learning and demonstrating that you know 
how to apply the design process and engineering principles will help make your team 
competitive. 

F.  Applying Science and Mathematics Principles 

It will be necessary to know and apply scientific and mathematical principles to solve the 
problem.  You need to be sure that your team members are proficient in these areas of expertise.  
For example, it will be necessary to use algebra, trigonometry, and physics in the solution of the 
Challenge.  We suggest that you identify students who have taken these courses to be part of the 
team.  If you do not have a team member who has taken classes in a field such as physics, then 
choose a mentor who can help by providing advice in these areas.  Demonstrating that you 
applied science and math principles in developing your solution will be important. 
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G.  Develop a Design Plan and Timeline  

1. Develop a Plan Using the Resources You Have Identified 

In order to be successful you will need to have a plan for your work. This should include: (a) 
team members with expertise to address the Challenge in fields such as science, math, and 
design; (b) mentors to supplement the expertise of your team; (c) physical resources such as a 
place to meet and work, computers, and software loaded on the computers; (d) a strategy that 
includes the application of the design process and mathematical and scientific principles to 
the Challenge; (e) a timeline with milestones; and (f) preparation of your Challenge Solution 
submission. 

2.  Establish a Timeline with Milestones 

A timeline with milestones allows you to determine what needs to be done, when it needs to 
be done and who needs to do it. You may need to revise this timeline as your work 
progresses. It is easy for time to rush by so be sure to create a timeline with specific tasks for 
each team member. The Project Manager should call regular team meetings (at least once a 
week) to review the progress that everyone has made on their tasks.  If problems arise, they 
should be dealt with efficiently and effectively, and a revised timeline should be created with  
the plan to resolve the problem included. Key events should be noted as milestones. These 
milestones, such as the due date for the submission of the Challenge Solution, should drive 
the dates for the other tasks. 

H.  Develop and Utilize a Communication Plan 

1.  Strategize How to Communicate Your Challenge Solution  

It is important to have a plan and strategy for writing your Challenge Solution submission. 
This should be included in your timeline. Identify roles and responsibilities among the team 
members for writing and editing the submission. Keep in mind that a quality Challenge 
Solution is likely to require multiple drafts before it is polished and ready to submit. You 
need to plan for that part of the process. The Challenge Submission should be designed so 
that reviewers will see that all of the review criteria are addressed.  

2.  Link the Communication Plan to Your Timeline 

Make sure that you reserve enough time for writing your Challenge Solution. Be sure that 
key writing tasks and milestones are included in your timeline. 

3.  Develop the Writing Team: 

Each team member should be part of the writing team. Assign roles for the writing process 
and modify the plan based on the results of testing and redesigning your Challenge Solution. 
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You should appoint one person, perhaps your project communication specialist, as the lead 
on the writing task.  This team member might be responsible for ensuring that everyone 
meets their writing task goals and for undertaking the editing of the final document. 

4.  Keep an Engineering Design Diary 

Keeping good records is part of good science and engineering. Each team member should 
have a project journal in which they record ideas, solution options, plans, sketches of designs, 
references they collect, actions that need to be taken, notes from meetings, tests and plans, 
etc. You will also have project space on the Windchill Global Engineering server, where your 
team will be able to keep all materials. The record archives will be helpful when you begin 
writing your Challenge Solution. 

I.  Submit Your Challenge Solution 

1.  Develop a Plan for Submission of your Solution: 

You need to figure out how to submit your Challenge Solution. This should be part of your 
overall plan. You should identify team member roles and responsibilities for submission. Be 
sure to be familiar with the guidelines for submission. Materials that do not follow the 
guidelines may not be competitive or, in some cases, may be disqualified. 

2.  Meet the Deadline 

Deadlines are very important! Challenge Solutions submitted after the deadline will NOT be 
considered! Plan to have your submission completed well before the due date and time. 
Unanticipated things will occur.  Make sure that your team is ready to submit your solution 
sufficiently before the final deadline to accommodate any unexpected events. 
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V. Key Dates and Team Planning Outline 

A.  Key Dates 

Key Dates  
September 14, 2009  State Challenge is Released 
November 16, 2009  Last Day for Team Registration 
January 15, 2010  Submission Deadline for State Challenge 

February 1 – 12, 2010 State Winners Announced 
Febru ary 12, 2010 National Challenge Released 

March 26 – 29, 2010 RWDC National Event 
 

B.  Suggested Monthly Planning Outline for State Ch allenge  

September  
 September 14, 2009:  Challenge is released 
Teacher/Coach Log in to DOE online system 

Log in to Windchill… Play around a little and feel it out 

Get familiar with the Challenge 

Train students in Pro/ENGINEER 

Teams Establish your team 

Identify roles and team structure 

1. Who is doing what? 

2. Where and when will you meet? 

3. Discuss future approach to Challenge 

4. Identify potential weak areas and knowledge gaps 

5. Recruit mentors 

6. Identify needed resources 

7. Plan strategy 
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September/October 
Teams Contact potential mentors 

Continue to get comfortable with the software 

Work on solving the Challenge 

1. Learn what you need to solve 

2. Research to learn topics more in depth 

3. Identify solution options 

4. Begin designing and testing solution options 

5. Identify the best solution option 

November/December  
Teams 1. Test and refine your best solution 

2. Develop a writing plan for your Solution 

3. Begin developing your Solution submission 

4. Refine your Solution submission 

5. Develop a submission plan 

December/January  
Teams 1. Refine your submission 

2. Submit your Solution before the deadline 

January  
 January 16, 2010:  Challenge submissions due 

 Submitted Solutions are reviewed 

 State Award Ceremonies 

 State winners are notified of their opportunity to compete in the 
National Competition 

 National Challenge released 

March  

 National Event in Washington, DC March 26–29, 2010 
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VI.  The Governor’s State Challenge 

A.  Background and Overview 

Modern aircraft are some of the most complex mechanisms engineered today. Thus, it should 
come as no surprise that designing an aircraft is no simple task. New aircraft designs continue to 
push the limits set by their predecessors by increasing cruise speed, range, payload, and fuel 
efficiency. The challenge to today’s aircraft designers is to successfully accomplish this while 
minimizing aircraft weight and complexity. This is particularly important since it directly affects 
efficiency and can minimize operating expenses, which are increasing with the rising cost of 
fuel.  

The Real World Design Challenge is a unique contest that will test both your science and math 
skills, as well as your ability to work well as part of a Real World Challenge Team. Your 
Challenge Teams  will be composed of three to seven students and each team will be guided by a 
Teacher/Coach who has attained proficiency in Pro/ENGINEER 3D computer-aided design 
(CAD) software and other tools.  

In the challenge, teams will be presented with a typical business aircraft and asked to design and 
optimize the aircraft tail section. The final solution will require minimizing an objective function 
in balancing the aerodynamic forces that influence the effect of the tail on the aircraft under 
defined flight conditions. 

Developing solutions to the Challenge will allow team members to adopt unique, real-world 
roles in the redesign of their aircraft, including those of Project Manager; Design Coordinator; 
Systems and Test Engineer; Simulation Engineer; Project Scientist; Project Mathematician, and 
Project Communicator.   

Each team’s final score for the Real World Design Challenge will be based upon the 
optimization of their design, the documentation of the understanding of the process used in 
undertaking the Challenge, the collaboration and use of mentors, and, finally, in implementing 
innovation in both the design and the process used to accomplish the Challenge. 

In order to succeed with the Challenge, teams will have to balance the competing forces of 
gravity and aerodynamics with each particular element of the design process being assigned to an 
individual team member.  Success will come from a strong understanding of the math, science, 
and engineering required as well as from effective, creative teamwork.   

B.  Challenge Summary 

Your student team will submit a tail section design for a typical business jet aircraft under 
defined flight conditions. The goal is to minimize an objective function that considers the overall 
drag and weight of the aircraft.  Designs will be created utilizing an engineering software 
program such as Pro/ENGINEER.  Your team will document its journey towards a technical 
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solution in a virtual Engineering Design Notebook. The Notebook will include all of the 
supporting data describing the solution, the project goal, design phases, and demonstration of the 
use of professional tools. This Notebook is required of all competing teams. Over time, it 
becomes the record of your team’s research, design process and iterations, and successes and 
failures.  It describes both the individual and team experiences as your team develops its 
technical solution.  In addition to technical files, this virtual Notebook will contain information 
that describes how you assembled your team and used team members’ expertise/experience to 
achieve your goal.  It will also include evidence of your interactions with Mentors and other 
industry experts. At the end of the RWDC experience, your team will review and compile 
selected materials from these electronic files to document the validity of your solution.  You will 
present these along with your solution to the Challenge (minimization the objective function that 
defines the tail section design) in a final document sometimes referred to as the “Report.” The 
technical merit of the solution will count towards 55% of the total RWDC score. 

The way you assembled your team to meet your goal, and the quantity and quality of your 
interactions as a team and collaborations with mentors will count towards 20% of your total 
score. Innovation of your design and the tools/systems you use and adapt/create to reach your 
goal will account for 15% of the total score.  Your effectiveness in communicating this journey 
through the Engineering Design Notebook will count toward 10% of the total possible points 
awarded.  

The Team Design Presentation is an important component of the National Challenge (optional 
for State Challenges).  The presentation will provide a means of communicating the results of the 
your efforts to a broader audience.  This electronic presentation will include a summary of your 
design’s performance, the evolution of your design, and an understanding of the scientific 
principles involved in the solution.  

The complete description of the Governor’s Challenge is included in Appendix 1.  Further 
information on submission requirements and a scoring outline are included in Appendices 2 and 
3. 

C.  Submission Requirements 

1.  The Design Solution should include the design process and results. You will present it as a 
one-page executive summary (200 words) at the beginning of your report. Through the narrative 
and graphic representations of your design solution, presented in greater detail in the body of the 
technical report, your team will communicate that the design sequence has been followed as 
described in the formal challenge, that all design variables have been considered, design 
requirements met, assumptions considered, and calculations correct.  Your report will include 
design schematics and specifications, graphic images of the designs you created including, but 
not limited to: a three view of the airplane (front view, top view, and right or left side view) and 
more detailed views on the specifics of the tail design, for example, a cross- section of the 
airfoil(s) selected and supporting data (horizontal and vertical tail planform areas, and airfoil 
coordinates).  
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The narrative sections of your report will include other information contributing to the technical 
merit of the proposed solution.  It will communicate an understanding of the mathematics 
supporting the results of the proposed design. The data included in the report will explain how 
the images in your proposed solution relate to the testing results obtained from the mathematical 
formulae used for analysis, and how you have modified your designs based on testing.  The 
narrative and graphic representations of your design should clearly communicate an analysis of 
how the proposed design works and why it works. All of this evidence, which you will have 
documented in the Engineering Design Notebook and included in the report, will contribute to 
the technical merit score.  Once the top three teams are identified, assessors will contact them for 
the complete CAD files and complete flow solution files to validate their designs. 

Scoring guidelines for Technical Merit of the Solution can be found in Appendix 3. 

2.  In the Engineering Design Notebook maintained throughout the RWDC experience, you 
capture the informal history of how you understand the design process, and develop and test your 
design concepts. It is a working document containing ideas tested, approaches and ideas that 
worked and that did not work.  The notebook should include and represent the collaboration of 
your team, how team members understood the design, how mentors contributed to the solution, 
as well as how the design solution was tested. The Notebook will describe the strategy used to 
develop your solution, including the structure, roles, and responsibilities of your team members, 
your work plan, the mentors who guided your process, and any rules/procedures that you 
employed to guide the work.  This document will chronicle the decisions and testing of solutions 
that led to the final design capturing the various iterations of the design evolution. It will include 
concepts explored and formulae tested that contributed to the evolution of the final design 
submitted, including sketches, drawings, and schematics of designs tested and modifications 
made. 

Your Engineering Design Notebook should contain evidence collected over time and should be 
presented in the form of a report. It will be judged on the degree to which it demonstrates your 
team’s: 

a. Winning strategy, including a description of team members’ roles and a chronicle of the 
extent of collaboration among team members 

b. Level of innovation in addressing the Challenge process and the design solution 

c. Understanding of the engineering, science, and mathematics concepts underlying the 
problem and solution 

d. Demonstration of the use of the design process and skills in using design tools 

e. Evolution of the design (schematics) and decision/testing process leading to the solution 
proposed   

f. Teamwork and collaboration 

g. Networking and working effectively with RWDC national mentors to supplement your 
teams’ needed expertise 
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Additional points will be provided to teams comprised of members from more than one class and 
more than one school. 

3.  Team Design Presentation is an optional activity for the Governor’s State Challenge.  States 
may choose to ask finalist teams to present their findings in the form of an electronic and/or in-
person presentation to state judges. If your team is nominated as a finalist, you may be asked to 
submit with the final submission an electronic presentation consisting of no more than 20 slides 
that communicate the results of your design solution. The electronic presentation is a stand-alone 
document that captures essential elements of your RWDC experience by including a description 
of your winning strategy, the evolution of your design, and your teams’ understanding of the 
scientific principles that led to the design solution presented, along with the results of the design 
solution.  Note that team presentations are an essential component of the National Challenge and 
can differentiate between two teams whose technical scores are comparable. For the National 
Challenge, the presentation will be judged on content (inclusion of elements identified) and how 
well the content is communicated to the audience. 
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D.  General Scoring Guidelines  
 

The decisions by the judges at the State and National Competitions are final! 
 

State Competitions - Scoring the Real World Design Challenge  
Overall scoring will be based on the following deliverables: 

• Engineering Design Notebook  
• Pro/ENGINEER model and 3-view of final design  
• RWDC Analysis Program input and output for the final configuration  

Scoring Guidelines: 
• Design Technical Merit  - 55% total points 
• Design Notebook Quality - 10% total points  
• Innovation - 15% total points 
• Teamwork, Collaboration, and Working with Mentors - 20% of total 

points 

1. Design Solution – To 
what degree did your team 
meet the criteria posed for 
the best solution? 

a. Objective Function Minimization Result 

All designs will be awarded points according 
to the following formula (percentages need to 

finalized): 
2

5020 







×+=

R

B

f

f
Score . 

fB represents the best substantiated, 
plausible, and minimized function objective 
result reported in the State Competition and 
fR  is the minimized objective function 
reported by the team being scored.  
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2. Engineering Design 

Notebook – Your 
Notebook will be the 
detailed report of your 
“Design Process” and 
should include, but not 
limited to: 

a. A fundamental explanation of the scientific 
and aerodynamic principles learned and 
applied to the design solution. 

b. A description explaining in detail the 
Conceptual, Preliminary, and Detail design 
phases (phases are described in the formal 
challenge statement). 

c. The analytical, intuitive, and objective 
decisions that support the design solution. 

d. Detailed explanations of how the airfoils, 
planform, and angle of incidence were 
determined. 

e. Understanding of the software supplied 
(explanation of software capabilities and 
limitations encountered in the design 
process) 

f. Team composition and leadership, team 
synergy, team organization and assignments, 
team action items and tracking (i.e., 
individual accountability).  

g. Frequency and quality of interactions among 
team members and between team members 
and the RWDC national mentors. 

3. Team Design 
Presentation – (Optional 
for Governor’s State 
Challenge/Required for 
National Challenge) How 
well did your team 
communicate and defend 
your design and the 
process you followed to 
achieve your solution 
using data, analysis, and 
conclusions drawn from 
your research? 
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A detailed outline of the Scoring Guidelines can be found in Appendix 3. 
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VII. The Role of Mentors 
  

A. Who Are the Mentors? 

Professional scientists and engineers will be made available using Windchill, a web-based 
collaboration environment.  Each team may recruit a maximum of four mentors with expertise in 
science, mathematics, engineering, and aviation design.  Mentors may limit the number of teams 
they choose to assist and the amount of time they will devote to the mentorship process.  
Accordingly, mentors will be available on a first come/first served basis. 

B.  Mentor’s Responsibilities  

1. Mentor Goals: Mentors will present STEM concepts to your team in a fun and exciting 
way and give you a chance to interact with real world engineers and scientists. They will 
help to stimulate creative thinking through assisting your team with the hands-on design 
of your project. Finally, mentors will help you to experience the satisfaction of creating a 
solution and the excitement of entering it in a challenge. 

2. School Teams Selection of Mentors: Mentors will be provided with a profile template 
similar to “Facebook” -to upload biographical information to the Windchill project site. 
This information will be on the “public” part of the site where all registered teams will be 
able to access it. The information will include such things as educational background; 
research interests and experience; work in science, mathematics, or engineering; contact 
information; and a photo. Through Windchill, you will be able to contact potential 
mentors and recruit them to support your team’s efforts in the Challenge.  

3. Communicating with the School Team: Communication will be done using Windchill 
ProjectLink. Windchill is a web-based collaboration software environment provided by 
PTC. You will invite your mentors to your team’s site and provided him or her with 
passwords. All of your team’s work will be posted on its site. This will be the place 
where your mentor will be able to review your work and provide feedback. This may be 
done asynchronously. Your mentor should visit the site and provide weekly feedback on 
the work. Additional communication may done by email or phone as needed. Email 
communication will be done through Windchill so that all of the email traffic can be 
managed and archived for future reference.  

4. Use of Additional Software Tools: School teams will be provided with Pro/ENGINEER 
3D CAD software and Flo-EDF.Pro and spreadsheet analysis tools. Mentors can provide 
advice about whether or not they are familiar with these tools. They will be able to view 
all of the work done with these tools on Windchill without having the software on their 
computers.  
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5. Duration of Mentorships: The mentor is expected to provide advice to your team during 
the Governor’s State Challenge, which will run from October through January. If the 
Mentor’s team is the State Winner, then the mentor will be expected to provide advice for 
the winning team’s National Challenge efforts through the end of the National 
Competition.  

6. Mentor Role: The Mentor is your subject matter expert. He or she will provide advice to 
you on science, math, and engineering principles and be a content resource for your team.  
The Mentor is also the Teacher/Coach's advisor, assisting with knowledge of core 
principles processes, and knowledge of science, math, and engineering. The mentor also 
will be a role model for all team members and will provide advice to you on knowledge 
of core principles processes, as well as knowledge of science, math and engineering. 
Additionally, the Mentor will serve as career advisor for students in the STEM areas, 
providing information on what STEM jobs are like and what career opportunities are 
available. Mentors should avoid cultural bias; let the teacher/coach know about academic 
or other issues; be flexible; build respect; provide honest advice that is developmentally 
appropriate for you that is not beyond your level of understanding and adjust the kind of 
support as needed. Mentor should be prepared to write letters of recommendation for you 
based on the merit of your work on the team. The Mentor should NOT solve the 
problem of the Challenge for the team. 

7. Security and Confidentiality: Mentors are encouraged to provide support to more than 
one school team. Teams may be anywhere in the United States. Mentors should not share 
information on the teams’ strategy or approach among teams. The strategy and approach 
are the competitive advantage or intellectual property of the team. Team information will 
be on a secure location on the Windchill site and each team’s site will be secure and 
password protected. The password should not be shared with other teams or unauthorized 
personnel. 
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VIII. The National Challenge Event   

The NationalChallenge will expand on the work that was done for the Governor’s State 
Challenge.  The National Challenge will be released to the Governor’s State Challenge 
champions no later than 30 days before the beginning of the National Event in Washington, DC. 
If your team wins the Governor’s State Challenge, you will be expected to submit a digital 
National Challenge Solution before traveling to the National Event. Your team will also present 
and defend your solutions before a Review Board of industry, higher education, and federal 
agency representatives - much as professional contractors present proposals.  The combined 
scores for the digital submission and the presentation will be used to determine the National 
Winner. 
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IX. Contact Information   
 

 Dr. Ralph K. Coppola 
Director, Real World Design Challenge & Director of Global 
Government & Strategic Education Programs 
Parametric Technology Corporation 
Phone: 703-871-5176 
Mobile: 703-298-6630 
Fax: 703-871-5111 
rcoppola@ptc.com 
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Appendix 1:  2010 Governor’s Real World Design Chal lenge 
 
Design and optimize a business jet tail for a flight condition of 400 knots true airspeed and altitude of 
37,000 feet (standard atmosphere).   The final configuration must balance Lift and Weight, Thrust and 
Drag, and zero pitching moments.   
 
Minimize the Following Objective Function: 
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 is Drag over Lift in the Wind Axis system at the given flight condition, and  

 
[ ]PARTSTAILTAILCONE WW _+  is the sum of all the tail component weights. 

  
Constraints 

• The range of tail configurations allowed are Conventional, Cruciform, “T”, “H”, “V”, Inverted “V”, 
“Y”, or ”X".   

• The tail component sizes must be appropriate for the kind of tail chosen.  A NASA spreadsheet 
method is provided to assist tail sizing. 

• The aircraft must be able to rotate to 12 degrees for takeoff and landing with geometry being 
above the ground plane.  A reference ground plane is provided in the Pro/ENGINEER (Pro/E) 
model.  A geometry clearance check is provided by the RWDC Analysis Program. 

• The aircraft center of gravity must be between 15% and 30% MAC (mean aerodynamic chord).  
The center of gravity is calculated and output by the RWDC Analysis Program. 

 
Assumptions (to Simplify Analysis) 

• No engines, pylons, wing flaps, slats, elevator, rudder, trim tabs.   
• Thrust to balance drag will act along the thrust line.   The thrust line is provided in the 

Pro/ENGINEER model for reference and balancing calculations made by the RWDC Analysis 
Program. 

• Tail components are idealized into beams with structural mass distributed on the perimeter of 
each section.  Structural weight is calculated as a function of bending stress along the idealized 
beams.  See RWDC Analysis Program documentation for more details.  

 
Tools Provided 

• Pro/ENGINEER computer-aided design system and training provided by Parametric Technology 
Corporation (PTC). 

• A Windchill collaboration project hosted by PTC. 
• Method for uploading geometric section coordinates into Pro/ENGINEER (provide by PTC). 
• FloEFD.Pro computational fluid dynamics solver for aerodynamic analysis (provided by Mentor 

Graphics). 
• Excel spreadsheet for computing tail sizing requirements (provided by NASA). 
• RWDC Analysis Program for computing weight and balance analysis (provided by Cessna).  
• Pro/ENGINEER models for the wing and fuselage from nose to aft cabin (provided by Cessna). 
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• Validation geometry for training purposes (provided by Cessna). 
 
 
Recommended Design Sequence and Process Suggestions 
See Design Notebook requirements for more details.  Design phases will include:  

1. Conceptual design in which teams brainstorm options.  
o Review available resources. 
o Research possible tail configurations.  

2. Preliminary design in which teams conduct analysis to compare candidate design concepts.  
o Develop understanding of how L/D varies with aircraft angle of attack. 
o Develop understanding of configuration pros and cons for down select process. 

3. Detail design to optimize the final configuration choices. 
o Take advantage of model symmetry to shorten FloEFD.Pro solution times. 
o Validate methods on known problem (provided).  Review results at multiple FloEFD.Pro 

convergence settings to understand run-time requirements and limitations. 
o Use lower FloEFD.Pro convergence settings to shorten solution times to conduct design 

space exploration.   Reserve higher convergence settings for final design iterations. 
 

Resources 
Many resources will be provided through the PTC Windchill site.  These will include:  

• Access to mentors 
• Training materials for each tool 
 

Other excellent resources are available through the Internet.  These include: 
• UIUC Airfoil Data Site: http://www.ae.uiuc.edu/m-selig/ads.html 
• Aircraft Design and Synthesis: http://adg.stanford.edu/aa241/AircraftDesign.html 

 
Overall Scoring  
The final score will be based on the following deliverables 

• Design notebook  
• Pro/ENGINEER model and 3-view of final design  
• RWDC Analysis Program input and output for the final configuration 

 
Additional Team Merit Award Categories:  

• Design Technical Merit 
• Design Notebook Quality 
• Innovation 
• Teamwork and Collaboration 
• Effective Networking with Mentors 
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Appendix 2: Cover Page Template & Suggested Format for 
Final Report 

Aircraft Name  

Submitted in Response to the DOE Real World Design Challenge 

submitted by 

Team Name 

Team Member Names 
 (list team members, with email addresses and phone numbers, and designate team leader) 

 
School/Organization Name 

Address 
 

 Date 

Mentor(s)/Advisor(s): Mentor Name 
Mentor Contact Info (Address, Phone, E-mail) 

 
 

Team/Coach Validating Signatures: 
Participating students/team members completed Survey One:  _________________ 
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Teacher/Coach completed initial Coach’s Survey: __________________________ 
Mentor(s) completed initial Mentor Survey: _______________________________  

 
 
 
 

Suggested Format for Final Report* 

1.  Cover Page 

See requirements above. 

2.  Executive Summary  

One page summary (less than200 words) that should include a brief narrative describing the 
design solution. It should cite objectives, overall approach, key results, and conclusions. Put 
this just after the cover page. It must be single spaced and no longer than one page. 

3.  Table of Contents 

Your table of contents should be no longer than a single page. 

4.  Problem Description and Explanation 

Should include a “needs” statement that explains the current situation, disadvantages of 
current approach, why the problem is important, potential benefits of solving the problem, 
etc. 

5.  Project Goals, Objectives, and Constraints  

A goals statement is a brief, general, ideal response to the needs statement; it should answer 
the question, “How are we going to satisfy this need?” The goal or goals are usually ideal, 
general, and difficult to measure. Objectives, in contrast to goals, are expectations of 
performance that can be readily measured. They identify those features of the design that are 
most important to the client. Constraints define the permissible range of the design 
parameters. These may include common limits like cost, weight, etc. 

6.  Approach    

How did you approach the development of your RWDC solution? What software tools and 
techniques did you use to evaluate the various approaches? Describe testing or mathematical 
modeling used. What resources were used? Describe the teamwork and collaboration that 
took place in developing your solution.  What was the frequency and nature of interactions 
among team members?  How often did you interact with RWDC mentors and how did the 
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mentor(s) influence the progress of your solution? 

7.  Task Description  

Describe each project task (100 words or less) and which team member is responsible for 
each task. 

8.  Results 

Present the detailed results according to task. (Each team member is responsible for writing 
the results of his task, including plots, tables, design sketches, etc.) 

 

9.  Discussion and Conclusions 

Develop a one-page conclusion summarizing the results from each design phase and lessons 
learned. Use this section to tie the results together and explain any issues not specifically 
covered (e.g., environmental concerns, if appropriate), etc. Were the objectives met? Why or 
why not?  

10.  References 

List references in alphabetical order according to the last name of the first author. In the body 
of the report, cite references NOT with numbers, but with the last name of the first author 
and the year of publication in parenthesis.  Here is an example: 

The stress in a four-bar do-floppy is known to be proportional to the phase of the moon in 
July (Doe, 2000). We can use this information to … 

In the References, this citation would appear similar to the following: 

Doe, J. (2000), Stress in a Four-Bar,  Journal of This-and-That, Vol. 001, pp. 101 -131. 

11. Appendices 

As required for any information that is not directly related to the Solution. 

12.  Mechanical Requirements for the final report 

1.  Use Arial 12-point font throughout. Use 1.5 line spacing except in Executive Summary, 
captions (see below), and References, which should be single-spaced. Number all pages 
consecutively with the page number located at the bottom, center of each page. 

2.  All equations, figures, and tables must be numbered. All figures and tables must be captioned, 
numbered, and located within the text (i.e., not at the end of a section). 
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3.  All plots must be made using a program such as Excel or similar program. Concept and 
design sketches may be done (neatly) in free hand or with a graphics package. 

 
*Aligning your Report with the Scoring Guidelines for Technical Merit will assist the judges in 
evaluating your work. (For example, be sure that Approach, Task Description, and Results 
describe and include evidence and tell the story of your progression through the Design 
Phases).  Evidence of other categories (Quality of Design Notebook, Innovation, Team 
Building, and Working with Mentors) should be integrated throughout the report. (For 
example, show how your interactions with Mentors assisted in making decisions in the 
downselect process, or how specific activities gave rise to a new way of looking at the 
problem). 
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Appendix 3: 2009–2010 RWDC Scoring Guidelines 
    
1 Design Technical Merit: 55% total points 
2 Design Notebook Quality: 10% total points  
3 Innovation: 15% total points 
4 Teamwork, Collaboration, and Working with Mentors: 20% of total points 
      
      
      
1. Design Technical Merit - Content: Presents design process and results   55% total points    

 
1 One-Page Summary (<200 words) includes brief narrative describing the design solution 
      
2 State the Project Goal (Demonstrates understanding of the task) 
 a. Objective Function 
  i. What is it? (Specifically) 
  ii. What function does it serve in design? 
 b. Design Variables 
  i. What are they? (Specifically) 
  ii. What function do they serve in design? 
 c. Equality Constraints 
  i. What are they? (Specifically) 
  ii. What function do they serve in design? 
 d. Inequality Constraints 
  i. What are they? (Specifically) 
  ii. What function do they serve in design? 
      
3 Design Phases   
 a. Conceptual (Many Candidates) 
  i. Discuss why conceptual, why not jump into detail? 
  ii. Brainstorm many diverse options (what’s possible) 
   1 How many? 
   2 How diverse? 
  iii. Qualitative Downselect 
   1 Characterize concepts considered 
    a. List characteristics of each 
    b. Sketch drawing of each (hand drawn) 
   2 Which candidates were selected for further analysis 
    a. Rationale 
  iv. Neat and orderly, font size appropriate 
      
 b. Preliminary (Few Candidates) 
  i. Discuss why preliminary, why not jump into detail? 
  ii. Simple analysis methods used 
   1 Airfoil selection 
    a. Airfoils considered 
    b. Airfoil selected 
    c. Rationale 
   2 Basic sizing 
    a. Method used (supplied by RWDC) 
    b. Example case shown 
   3 Basic performance 
    a. Weight 
    i. Method used (supplied by RWDC) 
    ii. Example case shown 

    b. Drag 
    i. Method used (supplied by RWDC) 
    ii. Example case shown 
  iii. Comparison of candidates 
   1 Downselect to final concept 
   2 Rationale 
  iv. Neat and orderly, font size appropriate 
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 c. Detail (Single Candidate) 
  i. Validation of methods on known problem (supplied by RWDC) 
  1 Discuss why do this? 
  2 Correct solutions for validation case? 
   a. Weight (RWDC Analysis Program) 
   b. Aero (CFD) 
  ii. Highest order analysis on final choice 
  1 Weight  
  2 Aero (CFD) 
  3 Refinement 
   a. Design variables investigated 
   b. Design variable ranges investigated 
   c. Active constraints 
   d. Objective Function improvement communicated 
  iii. Design deliverables for the final configuration 
  1 NASA tail sizing spreadsheet 
  2 Pro/ENGINEER model file 
  3 Pro/ENGINEER screen shots/drawings  
   a. Front – labeled/dimensioned 
   b. Top – labeled/dimensioned 
   c. Side – labeled/dimensioned 
   d. Isometric – labeled/dimensioned 

  4 RWDC weight program input 
  5 RWDC weight program output 
  6 EFD.Pro input file 
  7 EFD.Pro output file 
  8 EFD.pro screen shots 
   a. Front – labeled 
   b. Top – labeled 
   c. Side – labeled 
   d. Isometric – labeled 
  iv. Neat and orderly, font size appropriate 
      
4 Team and mentors use Windchill to communicate with each other (evidenced throughout) 
      
5 A one-page conclusion summarizing: 
 a. Results from each design phase 
 b. Lessons learned 
      
 
 
      
Quality of Design Notebook: 10% total points    
  
1 Cover page includes required information. Design notebook is complete. It includes data, information about 

team members, and a description of the events/activities that led to their design solution, evidence of 
participants’ use of professional tools and available resources.  Contains evidence that participants 
completed initial Surveys/Data Collection activities. 

 
2 Data and diagrams are clearly presented, plausible, and accurate. 

 
3 Contains evidence that students (team) built a knowledge base in STEM as a result of their participation in 

solving the problem. 
 
4 Includes statements/evidence of the team’s interest, motivation, and passion for science and technology 

(apply new knowledge to RWDC ), as well as their motivation and interest in STEM careers.  Includes 
statements/information/evidence on the ways the challenge has changed the team’s academic goals, 
interest in pursuing science and technology, and their excitement about engaging in the challenge. 

 
5 Tells the story of the team’s winning strategy (how they developed their team), teamwork/collaboration, and 

their work with mentors to develop their technical solution; the team’s thoughts are well organized and 
professionally presented. 
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Innovation: 15% total points    
 
1 Experiments with/implements the unfamiliar: 

a. Uses (develops skill in using) unfamiliar tools and resources; uses tools/resources in unconventional 
ways; experiments with unconventional ways of working (e.g., virtual environments, etc.). 

b. Interprets new ideas, concepts, and/or possibilities in different ways. 
c. Makes improvement in processes; utilizes resources to improve efficiency in the design process.  For 

example, seeks out local industry experts/mentors or educators to assist with process innovation and 
technical knowledge. 

d. Envisions possibilities, problems, and challenges from multiple perspectives. 
e. Draws on interactions with and builds on the ideas and achievements of others, e.g. through 

research/conversations with experienced mentors. 
      
2 Pushes limits of current team thinking: 

a. Asks “why is it done this way?;” poses questions not previously asked related to processes or solutions. 
b. Identifies problems not previously recognized/understood (e.g., new knowledge/skill needed)  
c. Considers (works through/evaluates) a broad array of conceptual designs; makes novel combinations 

and associations/formulates conclusions based on connections. 
d.. Creates new designs (a design is anything created to accomplish the challenge, not necessarily the 

design deliverable) to produce deliverables and/or carry out project work. 
e.. Engages in breakthrough thinking and implements those ideas in the challenge process and 

deliverables. 

      
3 Challenges familiar processes/methods. At various times in the RWDC process asks: 

a. Why does this work/not work? 
b. What can we do differently and better? 
c. Strengthens processes or solutions by employing alternative approaches. 
d. Adapts/utilizes tools/resources to enhance the evolving concept or RWDC deliverables. 
e. Purposefully validates new ideas by seeking external appraisals (for example, validates 

work/approaches with mentor feedback). 
      
4 Team adapts tools/processes and/or creates their own tools/processes to increase efficiencies (help with 

calculations, track data, track iterations/work done) 
a. Shows evidence that team has adapted tools/processes to increase efficiencies  
b. Shows evidence that team has create  new tool(s)/process(es) to increase efficiencies  

      
      
Team Building, Collaboration, and Working with Mentors:  20% of total points 
 
1a. Strategy to Build a Winning Team:  Team communicates a strategy to win that includes building a team that 

provides leadership in all areas necessary to develop a winning solution.  For example, a winning team will 
show evidence of differentiation with specific individuals given responsibility for specific roles:  leaders for 
design/engineering, mathematics, technology, science. A winning team also will demonstrate evidence that 
their national mentors were chosen to fill in the gaps in knowledge and skill of existing team members.  
Members are recruited because of their specific expertise. Members understand their roles. 

 
1b. Team selects mentors to add knowledge/skill missing from team. Team outreaches to other experts and 

networks to build capacity/knowledge of team. 
      
2a. Frequency of Interactions with Team Members: Team meets with the frequency necessary to carry out the 

project work (the minimum number of meetings is once per week; more points are given for more frequent 
meetings and collaborations outside of formal meeting times and online communications.) 

 
2b. Frequency of Interactions with Mentors: On average the team met with national RWDC mentor(s) more than 

once per week; frequency of meetings with Mentors increased as the team was engaged in gaining new 
knowledge/skills or solving problems related to that mentor’s expertise. 

      
3a. Quality of Interactions among Team Members:  Team shares common goals; members are 

respectful/encouraging/supportive of one another; share information openly; seek and integrate feedback 
from each other into their project work. Team works together productively to develop agreeable solutions. 
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3b. Quality of Interactions with Mentors:  Evidence that feedback from RWDC mentor(s) is integrated into the 
team’s project work.  More points are given when evidence is provided that mentor’s input is integrated on a 
regular basis as the project moves through its various iterations.  

 
4 Demonstration of development of expertise (what students have learned) as a result of interaction with 

mentor(s). Evidence that teams have developed new knowledge and skills as a result of interaction with 
mentor(s).    
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Appendix 4: Resources  

 
A. Engineering Design Process 

 
Ertas, Atila, and Jone, Jesse C. The Engineering Design Process. 1996. Wiley. 
 
Engineering is Elementary. The Engineering Design Process. 
http://www.mos.org/eie/engineering_design.php 

 
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. Science and 
Technology/Engineering Framework – Spring 2001. 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/scitech/2001/standards/strand4.html 

 
B. Aviation 

 
Anderson, John David. 1999. Introduction to Flight. McGraw Hill. 
 
* Smith, H.C. "Skip". 1991. Illustrated Guide to Aerodynamics, 2nd Edition.  McGraw Hill. 
 
Stinton, Darrol. 1985. The Design of the Aeroplane. Bsp Professional Books. 
 
Federal Aviation Administration. www.faa.gov 
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Reference Materials: Current Documents. 
http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/current_docs.htm 
 
National Aviation and Space Education Alliance. Aviation Resources. 
http://www.nasea.org/resources.htm 
 
* National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA Glenn Research Center. The 
Beginner’s Guide to Aeronautics. www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane 

 
U.S. Centennial of Flight Commission. History of Flight.  
http://www.centennialofflight.gov/index.cfm 

 
* University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. UIUC Airfoil Coordinates Database – Version 2.0. 
www.ae.uiuc.edu/m-selig/ads/coord_database.html 
 
 
 
 
* Highly Recommended 
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Appendix 5: Suggested Student Roles 
 
In order to develop a winning strategy, you need to develop a team. Several factors will go into 
the selection process, including the expertise of individual team members, the expertise of the 
teacher/coach, the availability of mentor expertise and support, and the roles that students will 
adopt. In order to create an effective team, you should set up functionally distinct roles for your 
members. The precise nature of the roles will be decided by your team and may vary based on 
local expertise and strategy. Note that not every role needs to be filled and some people may 
have multiple roles depending on ability and interest. The following are suggested roles that your 
team may use or modify as you see fit as you develop your strategy for the competition. 
 
Project Manager  
 
The Project Manager will be responsible for recruiting a winning team and leading strategy 
design. The Project Manager is responsible for the overall success of the product or program. 
The Project Manager is the individual responsible for managing the project plan and 
deliverables, ensuring that all project team members have the necessary resources required to 
complete the project, and reporting status for the team, tracking timeline and milestones, and 
quality. Many times this individual plays additional roles in the project. The Project Manager 
leads the cross-functional team and is typically responsible for the development of the overall 
product, program or Engineering Design Notebook. They often monitor several interrelated sub-
project activities engaged in by team members. 
 
Design Coordinator  
 
The Design Coordinator role arises your team is composed of members that are geographically 
dispersed. The role will not apply if your team is within a single class. The Design Coordinator 
acts as the liaison between the design partner and other internal engineering teams. The Design 
Coordinator is often responsible for integrating new or modified design data into the overall 
product design. The Design Coordinator is the primary interface with the third- party partner. 
The Design Coordinator coordinates partner engineering resources and is either located locally in 
another class at the team's school, or remotely in another school. 
 
Systems & Test Engineer  
 
The Systems Engineer defines the product architecture, its modules, and interfaces. They have 
ultimate responsibility for ensuring the various parts of the product will work together as a whole 
when finally assembled. They provide direction to the design team, manage interfaces, and 
participate in design reviews.  The role of Test Engineer is responsible for testing prototypes of 
designs and pre-production products created by the design team. The Test Engineer reviews test 
cases generated by the design team and collaborates with the design team during the testing 
phase. This role is the liaison with an engineering mentor, assisting the team with the 
incorporation of engineering advice. This person may also be a project simulation engineer on 
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the team. 
 
Simulation Engineer  
 
The Simulation Engineer is the expert in the authentic simulation and modeling tools, such as 3D 
CAD and Windchill. The Simulation Engineer manages Windchill's Digital Project Space and is 
responsible for simulation and modeling application interoperability, file compatibilities, and file 
transfer.  
 
Project Scientist 
 
The Project Scientist should have a background in physics or a related field. This role will be 
responsible for the scientific integrity of the approach and for translating the scientific principles 
into the team’s engineering design. This role is the liaison with a science mentor, assisting the 
team with the incorporation of scientific advice. 
 
Project Mathematician 
 
The Project Mathematician should have a background in mathematics, with a minimum of 
algebra and trigonometry. This role will be responsible for the mathematical integrity of the 
approach and for translating the mathematical principles and applications into the team’s 
engineering design. 
 
Project Communicator (or Communications Specialist) 
 
The Project Communicator integrates ideas, approaches, and applications from the design team 
into written documents, videos, and presentations.  This role is responsible for the team's brand. 
This person represents the team to the media and will work with the teacher/coach to coordinate 
event activities. 
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Appendix 6: Linking the RWDC to Curriculum and Stan dards 
Educators in America’s classrooms are accountable for teaching to standards in key areas of the 
curriculum.  Students in America’s classrooms are responsible for meeting the standards 
identified for their course and grade level.  The materials below provide examples of the key 
curriculum connections between STEM standards and the skills and knowledge you will develop 
as you work on your Real World Design solutions.  For the most part, states’ standards are based 
on national standards reflecting the extensive research done by large professional organizations 
representing specific academic content areas.  Relevant national standards emphasized in the 
Real World Design Challenge include the following: 
 
• National Science Education Standards, National Research Council (1995), found at 

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=4962&page=R1 

• Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (2000), found at http://standards.nctm.org/  

• Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology, International 
Technology Education Association (2002), found at 
http://www.iteaconnect.org/TAA/Publications/TAA_Publications.html 

• Technology Foundation Standards for All Students, ISTE National Educational Technology 
Standards for Students (2007), found at 
http://www.iste.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=NETS.  

The crosswalks below provide teachers/coaches with specifics on the connections between 
national standards and the skills/knowledge most likely to be demonstrated by students as they 
use the technology tools found in Pro/ENGINEER to develop their Real World Design solutions.   
These crosswalks identify specific standards by grade and provide a description of how their 
students’ use of Pro/ENGINEER supports those specific standards.   
 
The first set of crosswalk matrices aligns national science, mathematics, technology education, 
and educational technology standards to the types of activities found in the five modules of the 
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 4.0 Schools Edition Teacher Training Manual, provided to all Real 
World Design Challenge teachers/coaches. These modules introduce the Pro/ENGINEER 
environment and guide learners through creating basic sketches and features, assembling given 
components, generating drawings based on 3-D models, and rendering photorealistic images.  
The second set of matrices crosswalk these national standards to the types of activities found in 
four tutorials that introduce students to the Pro/ENGINEER environment.  These are the 
Pro/ENGINEER Toy Tutorial, Wind Sculpture, Sports Drink Bottle, and Periscope, as well as 
the courses offered in PTC University (http://schools.ptculms.com).  Each of these tutorials 
teaches different CAD concepts while allowing students to practice navigating Pro/ENGINEER. 
All teach elements of component assembly.  The Sports Drink Bottle and Periscope tutorials 
explore 3-D modeling techniques such as sketching, extruding, and revolving. In Periscope, 
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students can specify materials and use advanced rendering to create images with perspective and 
lighting effects. The Periscope tutorial requires the Schools Advanced Edition of 
Pro/ENGINEER; all other activities can be completed using the Schools Edition of 
Pro/ENGINEER.  Note that in all matrices “Not Applicable (N/A)” indicates that tutorial 
activities do not address the standard in question. 
 
These crosswalks are useful tools to accomplish the following: 

• identify the mathematics, science, or technology courses that would be an appropriate 
home for Real World Design Challenge teams 

• develop talking points for presentations to local administrators, business partners, and 
parents on how participating in the Real World Design Challenge supports  standards and 
contributes to required learning 

• better understand the relationship between design/engineering and STEM content/skills; 
for example, in mathematics, the relationship between coordinate geometry and two-
dimensional sketches, as well as analyzing characteristics and properties of two- and 
three-  dimensional geometric images and creating a sketch using circles, lines, arcs, and 
fillets 

• identify the STEM skills that teams in after-school programs might want to review as 
they are working through their RWDC projects 

Whether RWDC teams come from high schools, after-school, or community-based programs or 
are formed from self-organized groups of youth who seek out a teacher/coach to guide their 
work, curriculum connections to mathematics, science, and technology are strong. They 
represent the core of academic learning required as basic skills to enable creative and innovative 
solutions to the Real World Design Challenge. As youth participating in the RWDC deepen their 
knowledge about aviation and the design process, they will extend their thinking and learning 
into some areas that may be new.  In such instances, youth will want to seek out rich and useful 
resources to help them learn new concepts, think through the scientific principles related to their 
designs, and consider design alternatives.  Print and online curriculum support materials for the 
Design Process and Aviation-related topics can be found in the Resources section of this 
document. 


